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ABSTRACT 

Using some sorts of nearly-open sets (semi-open [1], pre-open [2]), we introduce 
and study stronger forms of compactifications; semi-compactifications (strongly
compactifications). We discuss properties for these type, also their relations with 
separation axioms are investigated. 
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SOME FORMS OF COMPACllFICATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the present paper, (X, 't) and (Y, 0) (or simply X and Y) always mean topological space and/: X ~ Y 

represents a function. The closure of A and the interior of A will be denoted by Cl(A) and Int(A), respectively 

(resp.). First recall that a set A ~ X is semi-open [1] (resp. pre-open [2]), if A ~ Cl-Int(A) (resp. A ~ Int-Cl(A». 

The complement of a semi-open (pre-open) set is called semi-closed [3] (pre-closed [2]). The class of all semi-open 

(pre-open) sets in X is denoted by SO(X, 't) (PO(X, 't». A space X is called semi-compact [4]) (strongly compact [5]) 

if every semi-open (pre-open) cover of X has a finite subcover. A space X is called semi-normal [6] (pre-normal 

[7]), if for any two disjoint closed sets Fl and F2 in X, there exist two disjoint semi-open (pre-open) sets containing 

Fl and F2, respectively. A space X is called semi-T2 [8] (pre-T2 [9]), if for every two distinct points x, y in X there 

exist two disjoint semi-open (pre-open) sets in X containing x, y respectively. The filter of all sets in a topological 
space (X, 't) containing a non empty subset A of X is called the main filter belonging to A [10] and is denoted by 

p(A) (if A = {x}, we write p(A». 

A filter l' in a topological space (X, 't) is called a closed filter [10] iff l' has a filter base consisting only of 

closed sets. We call Fl > F2 iff Fl ~ F2, for two differ~nt filters F I , F2 [10]. A minimal proper closed filter on a 

topological space (X, 't) is called an ultraclosed filter [10]. A bijective mapping I: (X, 't) ~ (Y, Jl) is called a 
semi-homeomorphism [11] (pre-homeomorphism [12]), if I-I (V) e SO(X, 't) «if 1-1(V) e PO(X, 't» for each 

V e SO(Y, Jl) (Ve PO(Y, Jl» and/(U) e SO(Y, Jl) (j(U) e PO(Y, Jl) for each U e SO(X, 't) (U e PO(X, 't». IfA is 
a subset of a topological space (X, 't) such that A (i!: 't, then the topology 't(A) = {O u (0' n A), 0,0' e 't, A (i!: 't} is 

called the simple extension of't by A [13]. The topology 't[A] = {u\B, U e 't, B ~A ~ X} is called the local 
discrete extension of't by A [14] (where 't(A), 't[A] are independent [15]). If (X, 't) is a topological space and l' is a 

filter on X, then the topology 't(1) = {U n F:U e 't,F e 1'} is called a filter extension of 't by the filter l' on X 
[15]. A space (X, 't) is submaximal [16] if all dense subsets are open. 

2. SOME FORMS OF COMPACTIFICATIONS 

Definition 2.1. Let (X, 't), (Y, Jl) be two topological spaces. Let S be a dense subset of Y. If there exists a 

semi-homeomorphism (pre-homeomorphism) I: (X, 't) ~ (S, Jl ) then the pair (I, (Y, Jl» is called a semi-extension s

(pre-extension) of X. 

Definition 2.2. A semi-extension (pre-extension) (I, (Y, Jl» is called a semi-compactification (strongly compact
ification) if the space (Y, Jl) is semi-compact (strongly compact). 

Theorem 2.1. Let (X, 't) be a topological space which is neither semi-compact nor strongly compact. Set 
X* =Xu fro}, ro ~ X, let 't* = {'t(p(ro» u {H:H e p(ro), X* \H is closed and semi-compact (strongly compact) in 

X}} = 't(p(ro» u K. Then 't* is a topology on x* and (i,(X*, 't*» where i is the identity map on X, is a semi
compactification (strongly-compactification). 

Proof It is not difficult to verify that 't* is a topology on X*. We show that X* is semi -compact. Let {G i} be a 

semi-open cover of X*, then there must be at least one element say or (co) in the cover which contains roo Then 
A = X* \ G i (co) is a closed and a semi-compact set in X and is covered by the family {Gi n Xl of semi-open sets in 
X (because X is an open subspace of X*). Hence there exists a finite subfamily G i (l) n X, .... , G i (n) n X which 
covers A. The finite family Gi(co)' Gi(l),.... ,Gi(n) is a semi-open cover of X* and is a subcover of the original 
cover. Thus X* is semi-compact. In the same way, we can prove x* is strongly-compact. We show that (i, (X*, 't*» 
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is a semi-extension (strongly extension). Since 1:~ =1: (because G * n X E 1: =1: ~, G* E 1:*. Hence 
i = (X, 1:) ~ (X, 1:~) is a semi-homeomorphism. We show that X is dense in X*, since G* n X t:: 0 for every 

G* E 1:* (because (a) If G* E 1: (p(ro)), then G* n X t:: 0; (b) If G* E K, then X* \ G* is closed and semi-compact 
in X), (X\X* \G*) n X t:: 0, which implies X n G* n X t:: 0, hence G* n X t:: 0, and therefore (i, (X*, 1:*)) is a 
semi-compactification. In the same way we can prove the other part of the theorem. 

Remark 2.1. In this type of a stronger fonn of compactification, we could take the space (X,1:) to be compact but 

neither semi-compact nor strongly compact and we know that semi-compact ~ compact and strongly compact ~ 
compact. 

Lemma 2.1 [16]. IfA is 1:-dense and 1:-semi-open, then SO(X,1:) =SO(X,1: (A)). 

Lemma 2.2 [16]. If (X, 1:) is submaximal and A E PO(X,1:), then PO(X, 1:) =PO(X, 1: (A)). 

Theorem 2.2. Let (X, 1:) be a topological space which is not semi-compact. Set X* =X u {ro}, ro E X. Then 
1:* =1:(A) u {H: H E p(ro), X* \H is closed and semi-compact in X} =1:(A) u K is a topology on X* provided that 

A is 1:-dense and 1:-semi-open, and (i, (X*, 1:*)), where i is the identity map on X, is a semi-compactification. 

Proof Obvious by Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1. 

Theorem 2.3. Let (X, 1:) be a submaximal space which is not strongly compact. Set X* =X u {ro I, ro E X. Then 
1:* = 1:(A) u {H: H E p(ro), X* \H is closed and strongly compact in Xl 1:(A) u K is a topology on X* provided that 
A E PO(X,1:) and (i, (X* ,1:*)) where i is the identity map on X, is a strongly compactification. 

Proof Obvious by Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1. 

Lemma 2.3 [16]. Let (X,1:) be a topological space and A be a subset of X such that A n V =0, for every 

V E 1:,U t:: X. Then PO(X,1:) =PO(X, 1: [A]). 

Theorem 2.4. Let (X,1:) be a topological space which is not strongly-compact and A be a subset of X such that 

A n V =0, for every V E 1:,U t:: X. Set X* =X u {ro}, ro E X. Then 1:* =1:[A] u (H: HE p(ro), X* \H is closed 
and strongly-compact in Xl =1:(A) u K is a topology on X*, and (i, (X*, 1:*)), where i is the identity map on X, is a 

strongly compactification. 

Proof Obvious by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1. • 

The previous compactifications are called I-point semi-compactification (I-point strongly compactification). 

Clearly: 

I-point-compactification 

I-point-semi-compactification I-point strongly compactification 

If the semi-compactification (strongly compactification) has any property P then the compactification has P. 

Theorem 2.5. The I-point semi-compactification (I-point strongly compactification) is semi-Tj [resp. pre-Ti' 

i =0, 1, 2] iff (X, 1:) is semi-Tj (pre-T; ). 
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Proof Let (X* ,'t*) be semi-Tz' then for every two distinct points x, y in X, there are two disjoint semi-open sets 
V, V in X * containing x,y respectively, since x E V rl X = Nand y E V rl X = M, where M, N are disjoint 
semi-open sets in X containing x, y respectively [because X is an open subspace of X* and 
M rl N =V rl X rl V rl X =V rl V rl X =0]. Hence (X, 't) is semi-Tz. Conversely, let (X, 't) be semi-Tz and let x, y 
be two distinct points in X also in X*. If y = 00, then there is a semi-compact-neighborhood V of x which is semi
closed (because X is semi-T2), so its complement is a semi-open set containing 00 which is disjoint from some 
semi-open sets containing x. Hence X* is semi-T and also semi-normal (because X* is semi-compact). In the same z 
way, we prove the other parts of the theorem. 

Lemma 2.4 [10]. 

(a) 	Given a closed filter F in a space (X, 't), there exists an ultraclosed filter F' containing F. 

(b) 	In a Tl - space (X, 't), every p(x) is an ultraclosed filter 

(c) 	If V, V E 't, F is an ultraclosed filter, then V u V E F implies V E F or V E F. 

(d) 	If F, F' are ultraclosed filter on X, F =t. F', there exist closed sets C, C' such that C E F, C' E F', 

C rl C' = 0. • 

Theorem 2.6. Let W(X) be the collection of all ultraclosed filters on a T} which is not semi-compact space (X, 't). 

Let X:X -7 W(X) be the mapping, X(x) = p(x). Finally for every V E SO(X,'t) (resp. V E PO(X,'t», define 
V* ={F: F E W(X), V E F} and the family ~ ={V*: V E SO(X, 't)(V E PO(X, 't»} is a base for a topology 00 on 
W(X), then (X(W(X)oo» is a T,-semi-compactification (Tl-strongly compactification). 

Proof We must prove that: 

(a) 	~ is a base for a topology 00 on W(X). Let ~ ={V*: V E SO(X, 't)}, then 


V* rl V* = {F: F E W(X), V E F} rl {F: F E W(X), V E F} 


= {F:FE W(X), Vrl VE F} =(V= V)*. 


Thus ~ is a base for a topology 00 on W(X). 


(b) 	V* =V* implies V =V, because if V =t. V there exists a point X E V, X ~ V, this implies V E P (x) and 
V ~ P (x), hence V* =t. V*. 

(c) 	 We observe that X(X) rl V* =[p(x):V E p(x)] =[p(x): x E U] =.A:{U). 

This ensures that X: (X, 't) -7 (X(X), OOX(X) is a semi-homeomorphism (pre-homeomorphism), because 

(i) X(X) rl V* =t. 0, this implies X(X) is a dense subset of W(X). 


(it) If G E 't then X(G) = .x(X) rl G* E OOX(X). 


(iii) If i-I* E 00X(X)' then X\H*) =Xl (X(X) rl G*) == G where G * E 00 and G E SO(X, 't). Hence 
(X,(W(X),oo) is a semi-extension of the space (X, 't). 

(d) 	We show that W(X) is semi-compact. 

Let {C!} be a semi-closed family of subsets of W (X) which has the finite intersection property 
rl {C!} =t. 0, which implies rl {ClroC!} =t. 0 , so X*\rl {ClroC!} =t.X*, which implies 
u {X*\Clro C~} =t.X*, so u {V!} =t.X*, but u {V~} == {uVjd*, hence {UVik }* =t.X* this implies 
X* \ u V! =t. 0, so rl {X\ V jk } =t. 0, which implies rl {Cjk } =t. 0, hence the family {Cj } forms a subbase for a 
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closed filter in X and by Lemma 2.4 (a), there exists an ultraclosed filter containing {Cj }, so (l {C;} ::j;. 0. 

Hence W(X) is semi-compact. Therefore (X(X), OOX(X)) is a semi-compactification. In the same way we can 

prove (X(X), OOX(X)) is strongly compactification. 

(e) 	 We show that W(X) is T\-space. Let F, F' E W(X), F::j;. F', then from Lemma 2.4(d) there exists two disjoint 

closed sets C, C' such that C E F, C' E F', which implies X\C:2 C'. Take U =X\C:2 C', so that U E F' and 

hence F' E U*, since X\U =C E F, this implies U E F and F E U*, similarly, one shows that (X\C')* is an 
open-neighborhood of F which does not contain F'. Thus W (X) is T) . 

Theorem 2.7. W(X) is semi-normal space, (resp. pre-normal) iff (Xl 1:) is semi-normal (resp. pre-normal). 

Proof Let (X,1:) be a semi-normal space, let F, F' E W'(X), F::j;. F' then there exists two disjoint closed sets C, C' 

such that C E F, C' E F', but (X,1:) is semi-normal, so there exists two disjoint semi-open sets U, V in X such that 

C!:; U, C'!:; V, which implies FE U*, F' E V* and (U* (l V*) = (U (l V)* = 0. Hence W(X) is semi- T2 space, 

also semi-normal (because W(X) is semi-compact). Conversely, let W(X) be semi-T2 (semi-normal), let A, B be two 
disjoint closed sets in X, define. 

A* (l B* =[{[AY}*Y (l [{[B]C}*Y 

=[{[AY}* u {[BY}*]C 

= [{[AYu [B]C}*Y = [{[A (l B]C}*Y = [{X*}]C = 0. 

Since W(X) is semi-normal, there exists two disjoint semi-open sets W, W' in W(X) such that A* !:; W, B* !:; W', we 

have W =u U;, W' =u V;,where {U;} is a semi-open cover of A* which is a semi-closed in a semi-compact 

space, hence itself semi-compact, there exist a finite number of {U;} such that 

A* !:; u U~ ={u U~} =U* 

B*!:;u V~ ={u V~} =U*, 

since U* !:; W, V* !:; W', and W (l W' = 0, 

this implies U* (l V* = 0, (U (l V) = 0, and A !:; U, B !:; V. 

Hence (X,1:) is semi-normal. In the same way we can prove the other part of the theorem. 

Example 2.1. Let X be an infinite set, 1: be the indiscrete topology, then (X,1:) is compact and semi-compact but not 

strongly compact, if we take W(X) to be the collection of all ultraclosed filters in X and X: X ~ W(X) is the 

mapping X(x) =p(x) .and for every U E PO(X, 1:), define U * ={F: FE W(X), U E F} and the family 

~ = {U E PO(X, 1:)} is a base for the topology 00 on W(X). Then (X,(W(X),oo)) is a TI-strongly compactification of 

(X, 1:). 

Example 2.2. Let (X,1:) be an infinite cofinite space. This is T) and compact but not strongly compact and by 
Lemma 2.4(b), p(x) is an ultraclosed filter, hence the collection of all ultraclosed filters W(X) ={p(x): x EX}, for 

every U E PO (X, 1:), take ~ = {p(x): x E U, U E p(x)} this is a base for a topology 00 on W(X). Let X: X ~ W(X) be 

the mapping X(x) =p(x). Then (X,(W(X), 00)) is a T\-strongly-compactification of (X, 1:). 
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